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ABSTRACT

queries, such as “Continuously find houses within 10 miles of a
flooding zone (region geo-stream)” or “Continuously find a
route (line geo-stream) from my current location to destination
avoiding both traffic and hurricane.”

In this demo paper, we report our experience of designing and
implementing a geospatial data stream query engine in
SECONDO. Compared with current data stream and moving
object query systems, our query engine not only supports point
geo-streams that represent continuously moving points, but also
line and region geo-streams that represent complex spatiotemporal phenomena elevated from geo-referenced raw
readings. We implement the data types, operators, and language
extensions as a modular algebra in SECONDO. We also provide
an independent SQL parser for specifying continuous queries
using SQL-like syntax as well as an Ajax-driven web interface
for dynamic visualization of steaming results.

In this demo paper, we report our experience towards designing
and implementing such a geo-stream query engine. Our query
engine not only supports point geo-streams that represent
continuously moving points but also line and region geo-streams
that represent complex spatio-temporal phenomena elevated
from geo-referenced raw readings. We implement the data types,
operators, and language extensions as a modular algebra in a
generic spatio-temporal database platform called SECONDO
[5]. We also provide an independent SQL parser for specifying
queries using SQL-like syntax, and an Ajax-driven web
interface for dynamic visualization of steaming results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications– spatial
databases and GIS

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We set out to build a query engine that not only supports the
execution of continuous queries on geo-stream data but also
supports non-streaming queries on traditional data types. We
decided to build our system as a module in SECONDO. Thus
most of the native base, spatial, temporal data types, and a rich
variety of operators in SECONDO can be reused.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks are expected to form a digital nervous system
embedded in physical spaces and extend human beings’ “tactile”
sensations to every corner of the world. As a result, the volume
of real-time streaming data (many are geo-referenced) produced
by sensors and sensor networks is staggeringly large and
growing rapidly. The success of the ongoing sensor technology
revolution depends critically on the ease with which people can
fuse, query, and make sense out of these geo-stream data.

GUI

Existing data stream processing systems (such as [1][2]) and
moving object management systems (such as [3][4][6]) have
been very successful in supporting continuous queries over
streaming real values and streaming locations. However, geostream can also take the form of moving/evolving lines or
regions that represent sophisticated spatio-temporal events (such
as traffic jam or tornado), which is overlooked by most current
systems. The support of continuous queries on general
geospatial data streams that include point, line, and region geostreams is non-trivial: new data types and query languages need
to be carefully designed; new operators need to be developed;
the spatial streaming data types and operators need to be
seamlessly integrated with existing non-streaming ones. On the
other hand, the benefits are significant. The system will be able
to answer many important real-time monitoring and alerting
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Figure 1. System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our query engine and its
coupling with the SECONDO system. SECONDO uses a datatype-based approach to implement the data models (base,
spatial, relational etc.). Data types and associated operators are
encapsulated as separate modular algebras, and implemented in
the kernel to provide basic query processing. On top of that is
the optimizer that supports conjunctive query optimization. The
GUI at the top layer provides visualization functionalities.
Our geo-stream query engine mainly consists of three
components: geo-stream algebra, a standalone parser, and a
web-based user interface. To facilitate the feeding from
streaming data sources, an additional component (not shown in
the figure) receives data from the source and sends data to the
query engine with adjustable rates.
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Geo-stream Algebra A new algebra [7] called “Geo-stream
Algebra” is added to the SECONDO kernel to support streaming
spatial data types, as well as streaming base types to ensure the
closure of the system. Streaming points, lines, and regions are
all modeled as 2-dimensional spatial objects whose spatial
extents may change dynamically over time. For simplicity, we
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prefix an “s” with a non-streaming data type to denote its
streaming version, e.g. spoint and sregion. Each newly
constructed streaming data type is assigned an ID associated
with a circular in-memory buffer that contains the recent
information of this data type. The size of the buffer is
determined by the given sliding-window size, and can be
dynamically changed.

Together with house, road information etc., flooding zones are
helpful to send warnings or make evacuation plans.
On the backend, the sensor observations are stored in a relation
with point and streaming base type (real value) attributes. The
house and road information are stored in other relations that
contain spatial region or line data types. The flooding zones are
generated from the point-based observations with elevation
operators using threshold specified in the query predicate.

In the geo-stream algebra, existing operators and functions that
work on base and spatial data types are overloaded with
streaming versions. For example, the centroid function used to
get the centroid of a region as a point data type can now be
applied to a sregion and return a spoint. We also provided new
window operators to convert traditional data types into streaming
ones, or to change the window size of a streaming data type.
Additionally, we introduced a new elevation operator to allow
point-based simple observations (such as temperature readings
reported from sensors) to be collectively processed, and elevated
into higher level streaming spatial extents (such as hot zones
represented by sregions).

Using the web interface shown in Figure 2, a user may specify a
query to generate continuously moving/evolving flooding zones,
and view them dynamically on the web interface.

Standalone Parser SECONDO’s kernel only accepts queries
with special syntax. To support SQL-like query without
modifying the core optimizer, we implement a standalone
parser. The parser is tightly integrated with front-end GUI and
can interact with both geo-stream and non-stream algebras.

Figure 2. Web Interface

Web-based GUI Compared with a desktop-based interface, webbased GUI is more accessible. However, dynamic visualization
of streaming data is challenging using a web interface. In our
system, we use AJAX technology to support asynchronous
rendering of streaming contents on a map interface. The GUI
can accept SQL queries from the web form and pass the queries
to the parser. The streaming results returned are then
dynamically visualized.

With streaming flooding zone and house information, more
queries can be executed. Some indicative operations include:
� Alert house owners for those houses within 10 miles of the
flooding zone waterfront.
� Find impacted region by computing the flood traversed area.
� List road segments that are completely under water during the
past 24 hours.
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